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The Boy Who Fell
The fearsome iron giant becomes a hero when he
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challenges a huge space monster.

To Best the Boys
The Giving Tree
The Sex God has left the country, taking Georgia's
heart with him. So she decides to display glaciosity to
all boys -- a girl can only have her heart broken so
many times. Until she meets Masimo, the new singer
for the Stiff Dylans. The Sex God is gone, but here
comes the Dreamboat, and Georgia's away laughing
on a fast camel (whatever that means).

The Prince Who Fell from the Sky
In The Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky--the conclusion to
the fantasy adventure series that began with the New
York Times bestseller The Girl Who Could Fly--Victoria
Forester shows readers that life is always exceptional,
and "abilities" come in many forms. What happens
when the girl who could fly can't fly anymore? Piper's
ability to fly has disappeared, perhaps the result of
some dark spell put on her, or perhaps because her
ability has simply vanished forever. There is a
worldwide calamity that Piper, Conrad, and their
exceptional friends must tackle to save the planet,
but Piper is left behind. If she can't fly, then what use
is she? Piper learns she can't do a lot of things—cook,
clean, and help Ma around the house, among them.
She feels more helpless than ever. What is she good
at? How will she ever believe in herself again?
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The Boy Who Knew Everything
Love played false Ella It’s just before Christmas, and
I’m pregnant, heartbroken, and miserable. My
husband Simon hasn’t been home in months. There
are photos of him snuggled up with his publicist. And
that’s the best part of my December. Just before the
holiday break, I’m served with divorce papers at work.
Simon As my life with Ella disintegrates, my music
career finally commands the admiration and cash I
always desired. But my son believes the rumors
circulating, and Ella refuses to even see me, thanks to
those divorce papers I never intended to send. Ella’s
annual trip to visit her parents in England couldn’t
have come at a worse time… I have until Christmas to
discover the truth about who wants to end my
marriage and win my wife back. But there’s more to
Ella’s life than me. For our love to last, I’ll have to
learn her heart all over again. Perfect for fans of
Kendall Ryan, Carly Phillips, and A. L. Jackson, When
We Fell Down and the rest of the Seattle Sound Series
take readers on an emotional, sexy journey of hot
men and their feisty women who are transformed by
courage, self-sacrifice, and love. Topics:
contemporary romance, series, romantic suspense
series, modern romance, urban romance, Seattle,
Seattle romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today
bestseller, city romance, smart romance, mystery,
pets in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement,
engagement romance, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, family, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
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romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, wealthy hero, sassy, strong heroine,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue,
kidnap, justice, single mother, daughter, shelter,
claiming, defending, protect, damsel in distress,
drama, action and adventure, action romance,
emotional, second chance romance, friends to lovers
romance, new adult romance, collage romance,
musician romance, rockstar romance,

The Boy Who Fell
One Saturday in June, a young boy climbed too high in
a tall tree. The branch and air were thin, and the boy
fell, and nearly died on the hard ground. An inch this
way or that, and ours would be different lives. That
boy was my son. Together we ended up by slow
ambulance in the Trauma Department of the
University Hospital; from there we were transferred to
live two weeks near death in the Intensive Care Unit.
As people and community, we strived to overcome
the traumatic brain injury meted out for his temerity,
and sometimes we surrendered. I wrote to stay sane,
and present. This is that story, as first shared over
long hours from the hallway just outside the ICU.

When We Fell Down
Untold secrets of a post-war childhood. A true story of
a child born in war-torn London soon after the Second
World War whose early memories are of the care and
security given to him by his grandmother and a
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guardian angel who watches over him. At six he finds
out a devastating secret that changes his life. He
withdraws into his own world, searching for
understanding and meaning. Isolated from his family
and children of his own age he turns to his angel for
love and guidance but even she cannot save him from
what is to come. Unable to read and write he joins a
gang and at fourteen finds himself before the courts
for the first time.

The Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky
Have you ever been punched by a cabbage, or fallen
head first down the loo? Have you ever had fun with a
poem? You haven't? Then this book's for you. 'Steve
Turner's first collection of verse for children is full of
quirky humour and strong rhymes to read aloud'
Children and quite a few adults will enjoy the poems
in this collection. Pollution, religion, growing up and
families are just some of the topics the author uses
for this amusing anthology. I rate this collection as
good as those by Roger McGough and Brian Patten."
Hull Daily Mail 'Full of quirky humour and strong
rhymes that kids adore.' Brian Patten 'Steve Turner is
one of the most original and child-friendly voices to
emerge in the last few years.' Sunday Telegraph
'Highly observant, often poignant, sometimes naughty
and always fresh and funny.' Nick Park, creator of
Wallace and Gromit 'This hilarious collection of poems
will make you laugh out loud.' The Young Telegraph

A Boot Fell from Heaven
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A magical, provocative tale of forbidden love and one
girl’s struggle for liberation Hanna has never been
outside her secluded community of Clearhaven. She
has never questioned why her father has four wives
or why she has fourteen brothers and sisters. And in
only one week, on her eighteenth birthday, Hanna will
follow tradition and become the fifth wife of a man
more than twice her age. But just days before the
wedding, Hanna meets an enigmatic stranger who
challenges her to question her fate and to follow her
own will. And when her mother reveals a secret—one
that could grant her the freedom she’s known only in
her dreams—Hanna is forced to decide whether she
was really meant for something greater than the
claustrophobic world of Clearhaven. But can she
abandon her beloved younger sister and the only
home she’s ever known? Or is there another
option—one too fantastical to believe? With lush,
evocative prose, award-winning author Christopher
Meades takes readers on an emotional journey into a
fascinating, unknown world—and, along the way,
brilliantly illuminates complexities of faith, identity
and how our origins shape who we are.

The Boy who Fell from the Roof
A boy discovers an underworld where ghosts wait to
be reunited with their families.

The Man who Fell in Love with the Moon
An extraordinary novel of love, friendship, and
betrayal for admirers of Abraham Verghese and
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Edwidge Danticat Eleanor Morse’s rich and intimate
portrait of Botswana, and of three people whose
intertwined lives are at once tragic and remarkable, is
an absorbing and deeply moving story. In apartheid
South Africa in 1977, medical student Isaac Muthethe
is forced to flee his country after witnessing a friend
murdered by white members of the South African
Defense Force. He is smuggled into Botswana, where
he is hired as a gardener by a young American
woman, Alice Mendelssohn, who has abandoned her
Ph.D. studies to follow her husband to Africa. When
Isaac goes missing and Alice goes searching for him,
what she finds will change her life and inextricably
bind her to this sunburned, beautiful land. Like the
African terrain that Alice loves, Morse’s novel is
alternately austere and lush, spare and lyrical. She is
a writer of great and wide-ranging gifts.

The Iron Giant
Discover #1 New York Times-bestselling Patrick
Rothfuss’ epic fantasy series, The Kingkiller Chronicle.
“I just love the world of Patrick Rothfuss.” —LinManuel Miranda • “He’s bloody good, this Rothfuss
guy.” —George R. R. Martin • “Rothfuss has real
talent.” —Terry Brooks DAY TWO: THE WISE MAN’S
FEAR “There are three things all wise men fear: the
sea in storm, a night with no moon, and the anger of
a gentle man.” My name is Kvothe. You may have
heard of me. So begins a tale told from his own point
of view—a story unequaled in fantasy literature. Now
in The Wise Man’s Fear, Day Two of The Kingkiller
Chronicle, Kvothe takes his first steps on the path of
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the hero and learns how difficult life can be when a
man becomes a legend in his own time. Praise for The
Kingkiller Chronicle: “The best epic fantasy I read last
year. He’s bloody good, this Rothfuss guy.” —George
R. R. Martin, New York Times-bestselling author of A
Song of Ice and Fire “Rothfuss has real talent, and his
tale of Kvothe is deep and intricate and wondrous.”
—Terry Brooks, New York Times-bestselling author of
Shannara "It is a rare and great pleasure to find a
fantasist writingwith true music in the words."
—Ursula K. Le Guin, award-winning author of Earthsea
"The characters are real and the magic is true.”
—Robin Hobb, New York Times-bestselling author of
Assassin’s Apprentice "Masterful. There is a beauty to
Pat's writing that defies description." —Brandon
Sanderson, New York Times-bestselling author of
Mistborn

Before the Fall - FREE PREVIEW
(Prologue and Chapter 1)
A NATIONAL BOOK FOUNDATION "5 UNDER 35"
HONOREE WINNER OF THE 2017 KIRKUS PRIZE
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE
LEONARD PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE ASPEN
WORDS LITERARY PRIZE FINALIST FOR THE NYPL'S
YOUNG LION'S FICTION AWARD Named a Best Book of
2017 by NPR, Southern Living, Electric Literature, The
Root, The Guardian, Bustle, Thrillist, and Publisher's
Weekly A dazzlingly accomplished debut collection
explores the ties that bind parents and children,
husbands and wives, lovers and friends to one
another and to the places they call home. In “Who
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Will Greet You at Home,” a National Magazine Award
finalist for The New Yorker, A woman desperate for a
child weaves one out of hair, with unsettling results.
In “Wild,” a disastrous night out shifts a teenager and
her Nigerian cousin onto uneasy common ground. In
"The Future Looks Good," three generations of women
are haunted by the ghosts of war, while in "Light," a
father struggles to protect and empower the daughter
he loves. And in the title story, in a world ravaged by
flood and riven by class, experts have discovered how
to "fix the equation of a person" - with rippling,
unforeseen repercussions. Evocative, playful,
subversive, and incredibly human, What It Means
When a Man Falls from the Sky heralds the arrival of a
prodigious talent with a remarkable career ahead of
her.

The Boy Who Fell from the Sky
An illustrated account of the life of John Howland, the
young servant who was indentured to Pilgrim John
Carver, describes how he embarked on the Mayflower
and survived a fall off the ship before helping his ill
shipmates by scouting out a safe harbor.

The Boy Who Fell Down Exit 43
A band of savage thirteen-year-old boys reject the
adult world as illusory, hypocritical, and sentimental,
and train themselves in a brutal callousness they call
'objectivity'. When the mother of one of them begins
an affair with a ship's officer, he and his friends
idealise the man at first; but it is not long before they
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conclude that he is in fact soft and romantic. They
regard this disallusionment as an act of betrayal on
his part - and the retribution is deliberate and
horrifying.

Things Fall Apart
After a family tragedy orphans her, Rachel, the
daughter of a Danish mother and a black G.I., moves
into her grandmother's mostly black community in the
1980s, where she must swallow her grief and confront
her identity as a biracial woman in a world that wants
to see her as either black or white. A first novel.
Reprint.

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
In Casseomae's world, the wolves rule the Forest, and
the Forest is everywhere. The animals tell stories of
the Skinless Ones, whose cities and roads once
covered the earth, but the Skinless disappeared long
ago. Casseomae is content to live alone, apart from
the other bears in her tribe, until one of the ancients'
sky vehicles crashes to the ground, and from it
emerges a Skinless One, a child. Rather than turn him
over to the wolves, Casseomae chooses to protect
this human cub, to find someplace safe for him to live.
But where among the animals will a human child be
safe? And is Casseomae threatening the safety of the
Forest and all its tribes by protecting him? Middlegrade fans of postapocalyptic fiction are in for a treat
with this fanciful and engaging animal story by the
author of the Clockwork Dark trilogy.
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The Sailor who Fell from Grace with the
Sea
"When God must travel down to Earth to find His lost
boot, He is surprised and dismayed to find most
people unwilling to help Him, or take time to listen to
what He has to say "--Dust jacket.

Hanna Who Fell from the Sky
Heaven is for Real
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit,
loves only himself until he is separated from the little
girl who adores him and travels across the country,
acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes,
dreams, and histories. Jr Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide
available. Reprint.

The Boy Who Fell Out of the Sky
When you live in a building that's a mile in diameter
and 3,000 stories high, life tends to be pretty
predictable, even if it isn't easy. At least that's what
14-year-old Jeff Bowman thinks until everything he
knows turns completely upside down. In the year
2715, Jeff's father decides to remarry. Now Jeff must
face the prospect of life with a stepmother and a
stepbrother that he hates. Making matters worse,
Jeff's father states that he is taking his new family to
colonize a distant planet, shattering Jeff's dreams of
joining the Space Corps and becoming the Chief
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Engineer of a starship. On the trip across the
Federated Alliance, a disaster strikes and tosses their
ship far across the galaxy to a region of space where
humanity has never ventured. Jeff is soon separated
from his family and stranded on a planet by himself.
Beset by new and bizarre dangers, he must learn to
survive on his own. That's when things get really
weird. Night after night, Jeff has dreams of an old
friend who tells him that she is contacting him
telepathically. Claiming that she has merged with
alien life forms, she gives Jeff cryptic warnings of
dangers to humanity and tells him that he too is now
a host for alien creatures that grant him powers far
beyond those of normal humans. Struggling against a
hostile universe, Jeff must reach out to rescue his
family, as well as many others who were stranded in
space in the disaster. With his newfound abilities, Jeff
faces the challenge of First Contact with aliens from
another universe and an impending species war. Thus
begins The Children of the Sky series, which
documents the transition of humanity in the Second
Age - the age in which we finally discover that we are
not alone.

The Day the Ear Fell Off
David Dornstein was twenty-five years old, with
dreams of becoming a great writer, when he boarded
Pan Am Flight 103 on December 21, 1988. Thirtyeight minutes after takeoff, a terrorist bomb ripped
the plane apart over Lockerbie, Scotland. Almost a
decade later, Ken Dornstein set out to solve the riddle
of his older brother’s life, using the notebooks and
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manuscripts that David left behind. In the process, he
also began to create a new life of his own. The Boy
Who Fell Out of the Sky is the unforgettable story of
one man’s search for the truth about his brother--and
himself.

Boy Who Fell to Earth, The
The Boy who Came Back from Heaven
The Tribers – Bee, Jonno, Keener, Fifty and Copper Pie
– have fun getting in and out of adventures.When
Copper Pie knocks the ear off the school statue with a
catapult, he’s in serious danger of being expelled.
Luckily, new boy Jonno has some bright ideas, and
Tribe is born.Then Tribe tame the scary Alley Cats
gang and defend their territory using the world’s
weirdest weapons: Bee’s cupcakes and a stag beetle.
It’s non-stop for Tribe!

Jonny Kennedy
There is a prophecy. It speaks of a girl who can fly
and a boy who knows everything. The prophecy says
that they have the power to bring about great change
. . . . The boy is Conrad Harrington III. The girl is Piper
McCloud. They need their talents now, more than
ever, if they are to save the world-and themselves.

The Girl who Fell from the Sky
David Dornstein was twenty-five years old, with
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dreams of becoming a great writer, when he boarded
Pan Am Flight 103 on December 21, 1988. Thirtyeight minutes after takeoff, a terrorist bomb ripped
the plane apart over Lockerbie, Scotland. Almost a
decade later, Ken Dornstein set out to solve the riddle
of his older brother’s life, using the notebooks and
manuscripts that David left behind. In the process, he
also began to create a new life of his own. The Boy
Who Fell Out of the Sky is the unforgettable story of
one man’s search for the truth about his brother--and
himself.

Day I Fell Down the Toilet and Other
Poems
The plot twists around the questions of humanity in a
comic contemporary novel that portrays the trials of
Shed, a half-breed, bisexual boy who works at a
Victorian whorehouse in the old West.

The Boy Who Lost His Face
The true story of an ordinary boy's most extraordinary
journey following a car accident that left him
paralyzed offers new insights on miracles, life beyond
this world and the power of a father's love.

White Dog Fell from the Sky
Acclaimed author Karen Hesse's Newbery Medalwinning novel-in-verse explores the life of fourteenyear-old Billie Jo growing up in the dust bowls of
Oklahoma.
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Away Laughing on a Fast Camel
From the Emmy, PEN, Peabody, Critics' Choice, and
Golden Globe Award-winning creator of the TV show
Fargo comes the thriller of the year. On a foggy
summer night, eleven people--ten privileged, one
down-on-his-luck painter--depart Martha's Vineyard
on a private jet headed for New York. Sixteen minutes
later, the unthinkable happens: the plane plunges into
the ocean. The only survivors are Scott
Burroughs--the painter--and a four-year-old boy, who
is now the last remaining member of an immensely
wealthy and powerful media mogul's family. With
chapters weaving between the aftermath of the crash
and the backstories of the passengers and crew
members--including a Wall Street titan and his wife, a
Texan-born party boy just in from London, a young
woman questioning her path in life, and a career
pilot--the mystery surrounding the tragedy heightens.
As the passengers' intrigues unravel, odd
coincidences point to a conspiracy. Was it merely by
dumb chance that so many influential people
perished? Or was something far more sinister at
work? Events soon threaten to spiral out of control in
an escalating storm of media outrage and
accusations. And while Scott struggles to cope with
fame that borders on notoriety, the authorities
scramble to salvage the truth from the wreckage.
Amid pulse-quickening suspense, the fragile
relationship between Scott and the young boy glows
at the heart of this stunning novel, raising questions
of fate, human nature, and the inextricable ties that
bind us together.
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Out of the Dust
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is
available for the first time ever in ebook format. This
digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans
to continue the legacy and love of a household classic
that will now reach an even wider audience. Never
before have Shel Silverstein's children's books
appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it
was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's
poignant picture book for readers of all ages has
offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love
in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator
began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is
also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe
and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The
Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and
the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic
poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A
Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't
Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss
these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the
Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

The Wise Man's Fear
"Mom didn’t think it was funny when I took off my leg
at school, put it in my locker, and then tied a rag
around my stump with fake blood on it. After that,
though, the kids at school pretty much knew if anyone
was going to be cracking jokes about my leg, it was
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gonna be me." So says thirteen-year-old Alastair
Hudson in this darkly humorous coming-of-age story
about the relationship between Alastair—who calls
himself Stump to draw shocked attention to his
missing leg—and his father, who left the family after
the accident that resulted in the amputation five
years earlier. When Alastair is sent to spend the
summer with his dad and his dad’s new wife, father
and son are forced to confront the truth of what
happened years ago, finally allowing Alastair to move
forward with his life.

What It Means When a Man Falls from
the Sky
The task is simple: Don a disguise. Survive the
labyrinth . . . Best the boys. Every year for the past
fifty-four years, the residents of Pinsbury Port have
received a mysterious letter inviting all eligible-aged
boys to compete for an esteemed scholarship to the
all-male Stemwick University. The poorer residents
look to see if their names are on the list. The
wealthier look to see how likely their sons are to
survive. And Rhen Tellur opens it to see if she can
derive which substances the ink and parchment are
created from, using her father’s microscope. In the
province of Caldon, where women train in wifely
duties and men pursue collegiate education, sixteenyear-old Rhen Tellur wants nothing more than to
become a scientist. As the poor of her seaside town
fall prey to a deadly disease, she and her father work
desperately to find a cure. But when her mum
succumbs to it as well? Rhen decides to take the
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future into her own hands—through the annual allmale scholarship competition. With her cousin, Seleni,
by her side, the girls don disguises and enter Mr.
Holm’s labyrinth, to best the boys and claim the
scholarship prize. Except not everyone is ready for a
girl who doesn’t know her place. And not everyone
survives the deadly maze. Welcome to the labyrinth.
Praise for To Best the Boys: “Atmospheric, romantic,
inspiring.” —KRISTEN CICCARELLI, internationally
bestselling author of The Last Namsara "Smart,
determined, and ready to take on the world: Rhen
Tellur is an outstanding heroine with every reason to
win a competition historically intended for boys."
—Jodi Meadows, New York Times bestselling author of
The Incarnate Trilogy and coauthor of My Lady Jane A
“Hunger Games/Handmaid’s Tale mash-up.” —BN
Teen Blog

The Child who Fell from the Sky
The world is falling apart in 2055. Sixteen-year-old
Mathew Erlang is confined to his house with only his
cat, his robot and his holographic dragons for
company. When he finds himself trapped in his
neighbour's house, he opens a door and falls four
hundred years into the future, and unwittingly starts
to destabilise the course of human history.

The Boy Who Fell Out of the Sky
One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World'
A worldwide bestseller and the first part of Achebe's
African Trilogy, Things Fall Apart is the compelling
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story of one man's battle to protect his community
against the forces of change Okonkwo is the greatest
wrestler and warrior alive, and his fame spreads
throughout West Africa like a bush-fire in the
harmattan. But when he accidentally kills a clansman,
things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from
exile to find missionaries and colonial governors have
arrived in the village. With his world thrown radically
off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. First
published in 1958, Chinua Achebe's stark, coolly
ironic novel reshaped both African and world
literature, and has sold over ten million copies in fortyfive languages. This arresting parable of a proud but
powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people
begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling
the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow
of God and No Longer at Ease. 'His courage and
generosity are made manifest in the work' Toni
Morrison 'The writer in whose company the prison
walls fell down' Nelson Mandela 'A great book, that
bespeaks a great, brave, kind, human spirit' John
Updike With an Introduction by Biyi Bandele

The One Where the Kid Nearly Jumps to
His Death and Lands inCalifornia
The classic novel from Newbery Medalist and National
Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brandnew cover! David is only trying to be cool when he
helps some of the popular kids steal Old Lady
Bayfield’s cane. But when the plan backfires, he’s the
one the “old witch” curses. Now David can’t seem to
do anything right. The cool kids taunt him and his
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only friends are freaks. He even walks into Spanish
class with his fly unzipped! And when he finally gets
up the nerve to ask out a cute girl, his pants fall down
in midsentence. Is it the Bayfield curse at work? Or is
David simply turning into a total loser?

Children of the Sky
Zephyr Doyle is focused. Focused on leading her team
to the field hockey state championship and leaving
her small town for her dream school, Boston College.
But love has a way of changing things. Enter the new
boy in school: the hockey team's starting goaltender,
Alec. He's cute and charming. Soon, their relationship
becomes something bigger than Zephyr, something
she can't control. Zephyr swears it must be love. But
love shouldn't make you abandon your dreams, or
push your friends away. And love shouldn't make you
feel guilty--or worse, ashamed. So when Zephyr
finally begins to see Alec for who he really is, she
knows it's time to take back control of her life. If she
waits any longer, it may be too late.

The Girl Who Fell
Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven
like? -- When does a person go to heaven? -- Where is
heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?

The Boy who Fell Off the Mayflower, Or,
John Howland's Good Fortune
Kids can be so cruel. They'll call you names. Hurt your
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feelings. Push you to your death. In the garden of an
abandoned house, Luke Connolly lies broken, dead.
The night before, he and his friends partied inside.
Nobody fought, everybody else went home safely.
And yet, Luke was raped and pushed to his death. His
alleged attacker is now in custody. DCI Tom Reynolds
is receiving the biggest promotion of his career when
a colleague asks him to look at the Connolly case,
believing it's not as cut and dried as local
investigators have made out. And as Tom begins to
examine the world Connolly and his upper class
friends inhabited, the privilege and protection
afforded to them, he too realises something. In this
place, people cover up for each other. Even when it
comes to murder.

The Story of the Good Little Boy
Jonny Kennedy was the star of the Emmy-award
winning documentary The Boy Whose Skin Fell Off.
This is his moving, honest and uplifting story.
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